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Mediterranean Cultures Festival
LECCE 16/19 MAY 2019
The Sabir Festival is a popular and mobile event providing input for reflection on Mediterranean alternatives in symbolic places of Europe. After the previous four editions held in Lampedusa (1-5 October 2014), Pozzallo (11-15 May 2016) Syracuse (11-14 May 2017) and Palermo
(11-14 October 2018) Sabir takes place in Lecce this year. It is organised by ARCI together
with Caritas Italiana, ACLI and CGIL, in cooperation with Asgi, A Buon Diritto and Carta di
Roma. The Festival is sponsored by ANCI, RAI, the regional administration of Puglia, Unisalento, the Province of Lecce and the local administration of Lecce. After the festivals organized
in Lampedusa, Pozzallo, Syracuse and Palermo, Sabir is moving to Lecce, another symbolic
place in the Mediterranean Basin. During the period from 16 to 19 May it is fitting to reflect
on Europe and its role in the Mediterranean. This year’s event will have the same structure as
the previous Sabir Festivals comprising international meetings and training sessions, cultural
activities, interactive workshops (music and theatre) and book presentations. All these activities will create a dynamic context attracting local people, Italians and foreigners as well. The
Festival will see the participation of representatives of the civil society from both sides of the
Mediterranean and international networks such as Solidar, Migreurop, EuroMedRights, TNI,

Attac France, European Civic Forum, the International Attac network and the Majalat project,
enabling us to exchange ideas about the urgent need for a real political, cultural and social alternative in the Mediterranean Basin, calling into question some of the pillars promoted by the
institutions of all Europe with a view to controlling and criminalizing immigration, showing no
interest for human rights and social justice. The fifth Sabir Festival will have a new programme:
the “Mediterranean lessons” with wide-ranging discussions about specific topics related to the
history, traditions and culture of the Mediterranean region and the Market of the Mediterranean,
organised in collaboration with the Slow Food Foundation for Biodiversity. The lessons will be
held by national and international experts and teachers from both sides of the Mediterranean with
a view to involving the local community and all the participants in a debate about Europe and its
role in the Mediterranean, whereas the Market will host both local producers and those coming
from all the Mediterranean Basin.
INFO POINT
Ex Convitto Teatini Via Vittorio Emanuele II, 25
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Thursday 16 May
Mediterranean Lessons: Mediterranean history and identity
In collaboration with UniSalento and Università di Strada
Thursday 16 May, 9 – 11 am
Venue: Aula Magna Ateneo - Palazzo
Codacci-Pisanelli
There is a Mediterranean identity. It
has an ancient history and a peculiarity – it is an identity built on continuous mixing and mingling, it is a hybrid
identity and history of peoples who
arrived in subsequent waves and lived,
sailed, traded, fought and migrated on
the shores of a sea connecting three
continents. It is necessary to find this
identity again and give new life to it to
have a vision for this region.
Presenter: Raffaella Bolini (ARCI)
Lecturers: Tahar Lamri (writer, narrator and journalist) and Silvio Labbate
(teacher at UniSalento)

the role and the image of workers involved in reception services
Thursday 16 May, 9:30 am – 1:30 pm
Venue: Sala Conferenze, Ex Convento
dei Teatini
The changes taking place in the current legislative framework on immigration give rise to new concerns about
the quality and effects of our job. Social workers are confused: many achievements – considered systemic – have
been questioned and distorted by law
No 132/2018. The helping relationship
is in a stalemate: the plans for many
months and years made together have
now been compressed in a shorter and
contingent framework, with hardly
any ways out. The whole procedure of
social integration of an asylum seeker
in a reception facility is no longer feasible, therefore it leads to frustration
and the suspension of the role of social
workers.
Workshop for a limited number of participants. Registration: numeroverderifugiati@arci.it by 5 May
The workshop will be coordinated by
Stefano Boni, Delia Cariddi, Elena La
Puca and Rosa Martino

The Mediterranean: a sea
Thursday 16 May, 11 am – 1 pm
Venue: Aula Magna’Ateneo - Palazzo
Codacci-Pisanelli
The Mediterranean Sea with its unique characteristics had a fundamental
role in the history and civilization built
around and on the Mediterranean. Its
waters, its ecosystem, its coasts and its
climate are in an emergency situation
facing a huge risk. Extraordinary commitment is called for to save our sea
and thereby ensuring life and prosperity to the peoples living on the seashore.
Presenter: Antonio Russo (ACLI)
Lecturers: Silvio Greco (biologist, Slow
Food Scientific Committee) and Michele Carducci (teacher at UniSalento)

11.00 – Opening ceremony of the photography exhibition “ANEMOS”
of the photographer Roberto Ricci
D’Andonno
Organised by Caritas Italiana
Venue: Chiostro Del Duomo
While history celebrates great travellers, leaders and explorers because of
their achievements, the refugees in the
pictures also face endless and dangerous journeys, not for money, fame or
glory, but only to find their freedom
and build a decent life, often fleeing
war and poverty.

Experiential workshop organised by
A.E.P.C.I.S for workers involved in the
reception of migrants and refugees.
The impact of the system change on
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Thursday 16 May
12.00 - Opening ceremony of the Sabir
Festival
Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri
Presentation of the programme of the
Festival with national and international guests.
Participants: Davide Giove (President
of Arci Puglia), Anna Caputo, (President
of Arci Lecce); Oliviero Forti (Head of
Migration Policies and International
Protection Office - Caritas Italiana);
Antonio Russo (National Presidency of
Acli); Susanna Camusso (International
and Gender Policies Officer of CGIL);
Lorenzo Trucco (President of Asgi); Valerio Cataldi (President of Associazione
Carta di Roma); Valentina Calderone
(Director of A Buon Diritto), Titti De Simone (Political Advisor for the Implementation of the Programme of Puglia
Region), Ennio Mario Sodano (Interim
Town Administrator of the City of Lecce), Luigi de Luca (Director of Polo Biblio Museale of Lecce), Stefano Minerva (President of the Province of Lecce),
Vincenzo Zara (Dean of University of
Salento), Fabio Pollice (Director of the
Faculty of History, Society and Human
Studies of Unisalento).
Furthermore, there will be representatives of international networks such as
Solidar, EuroMedRights, Attac Internazionale, Forum Civico Europeo, Migreurop.

view of the project aiming at the progressive erosion of the right to asylum
(Lorenzo Trucco, president of Asgi)
- Repealing humanitarian protection
and its potential consequences concerning the constitutional right to asylum
(Nazzarena Zorzella, Asgi)
- The impact of the fragmentation of
the permit of stay for humanitarian
protection on the labour market and
on illegal work (Prof. Monica McBritton,
University of Salento – ASGI)
- The new accelerated procedures as
a potential hurdle to the access to the
right to asylum: focus on the notion
of safe countries of origin (Alberto Pasquero, Asgi)
- The new practice of subsequent application: the first applications, the
characteristics of illegitimacy and how
to tackle it (Thomas Santangelo, Asgi)
Training session for journalists organised by Carta di Roma
Module 1: Media, Migration and Politics: Accuracy and completeness in
informing and telling about migration
flows inside and outside Europe
Six training credits are given to the participants
Thursday 16 May, 2.30 – 6 pm
Venue: Teatini
“Carta di Roma” (Charter of Rome)
is a legally binding ethical protocol
for journalists concerning migrants,
asylum seekers, refugees and victims of
human trafficking, signed by the Journalists’ Professional Association, FNSI
and UNHCR (the UN Refugee Agency)
to be presented during the training session. The presentation and the ensuing
discussion will especially focus on the
implementation guidelines of Carta di
Roma. These are practical rules about
the use of terminology which help us
to better understand how to deal with

Legal training organised by Asgi
Module 1 – The progressive reform
of the right to asylum starting from
2017: a critical approach with a view
to overcoming it
Thursday 16 May, 2.30 – 6 pm
Venue: Ex Conservatorio di Sant’Anna
Introduction, moderation and conclusions by Avv. Marina Angiuli, Asgi
- From the so-called Minniti Decree to
the so-called Salvini Decree: an over5
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that it is necessary to do everything
possible to keep ensuring a quality reception.
From Sprar to Siproimi: changes in the
reception system and in the relationship with local authorities
Speakers: Daniela Di Capua, director
of Servizio Centrale and Luca Pacini, in
charge of welfare and immigration at
ANCI Nazionale
The point of view of managing bodies
in this period of change.
Speakers: Manuela De Marco (Caritas
Italiana), Stefano Trovato (coordinator of the immigration and reception
group of CNCA) and Walter Massa, (in
charge of the reception system of Arci
nazionale)

migration and asylum related issues in
everyday journalism. The session will
be about refugees, news reports, crime,
human trafficking etc. Specific data
and concrete examples will be presented to talk about challenges and opportunities we face to improve the quality
of journalism in our daily work.
Welcoming address: President of the
Journalists’ Professional Association of
Puglia, Piero Ricci
Lecturers: Emma Barbaro, journalist,
editor-in-chief of the news magazine “Terre di frontiera”; Piera Francesca Mastantuono, journalist, working
together with Associazione Carta di
Roma for which she manages Italian
and European projects; Anna Sfardini,
sociologist, teaching at Università Cattolica di Milano; Giacomo Zandonini,
social and cultural worker, freelance journalist and videoreporter since
2004.

International Meetings. “Long Way to
Freedom”.
Organised by Arci Nazionale
Thursday 16 May, 2.30 – 6 pm
Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri
Translation in IT, FR and EN
The title of the autobiography written
by Nelson Mandela – published in 1995
and written during his imprisonment
on Robben Island and in other prisons
in South Africa – is a good starting point
for a discussion about the striving of
men and women, but also of whole
nations for freedom and democracy.
Today, more than ever, there is a close
link between the lack of fundamental
rights, armed conflicts, climate change,
economic impoverishment and forced
migration affecting many parts of the
world, but it is especially characteristic
of the Mediterranean area. This issue
will be analysed not with a view to
identifying cause and effect relationships, but rather to understanding, despite its complexity, the real circularity which characterizes these different
phenomena and spurns us to look for
new and radical ideas enabling us to

Training session for workers involved
in the reception of migrants and refugees
“The Evolution of the Reception System in the Light of the Recent Legislative Amendments”, organised by Arci
and Caritas Italiana together with Servizio
Centrale
Thursday 16 May, 2.30 – 6 pm
Venue: Museo Castro Mediano
Following the approval of the Decree
Law on Immigration and Security and
the review of the tender concerning
extraordinary centres the whole reception system as such is going to change
radically.
We are facing an uncertain transitory
period because there are no implementing decrees regulating the whole
system. Therefore, the various stakeholders must play an active role in
redefining best practices and actions,
starting from the basic assumption
6
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have a system of complex and interconnected answers.
Introduction by Franco Uda (Presidenza Nazionale Arci)
Speakers: Raffaele Crocco (Director of
Atlante delle Guerre); Ramadan Alamani (Coordinator of Libyan Platform
- Libya); Tahar Lamri (writer - Algeria);
Alaa Talbi (Director of FTDES - Tunisia);
Taqadum Al-Khatib (Egyptian Human
Rights Forum); Mahmoud AbuRahma
(Al Mezan ngo - Palestina).

fice of EuroMedRights), Victor Matteucci (Mediter).
International meetings Passports for
Reality vol. II
Organised by Arci and BJCEM – Biennale
dei Giovani Artisti del Mediterraneo
Thursday 16 May 2.30 – 4.30 pm
Venue: Ateneo - Palazzo Codacci-Pisanelli _Sala E5-E6
Translation in IT, FR and EN
Following the path set out in the latest
edition of Sabir in Palermo, Passports
for Reality comes back for the second
time. Artists, cultural operators and representatives of international networks will exchange ideas about the artistic and cultural practices rooted in the
areas of the Mediterranean, focusing
on cooperative and participatory models. There will be room for discussion
for residential projects, innovative forms of horizontal teaching methodology and EU artistic production practices.
The international independent cultural scene identifies an urgent need to
actively promote access to cultural rights across the board. To achieve this
goal cultural operators and artists will
invent totally new forms of expression
to involve all the citizens in this effort.
In this context it will be interesting to
have a debate about the notion of the
margin as a social and geographic territory, as a generator of stories, story-telling and new types of awareness.
Therefore, Passports for Reality can
be seen as a tool for building together
new types of public awareness and for
consolidating critical thought. Among
the participants there will be artists,
cultural operators and cultural project
managers that have been working in
geographically and socially marginal
territories.
Presenters and moderators: Marco

International meetings Sanctuary
city: bottom-up commitment of local
receiving communities experimenting the integration and transformation models of our society.
Organised by the International Committee
of FSMM, CGIL, Arci Nazionale and A Buon
Diritto
Thursday 16 May 2.30 – 6 pm
Venue: Sala Conferenza – Palazzo Vescovile
Translation in IT, FR and EN
A meeting point between the experience of cities and local receiving
communities in order to build a global
reception network. Representatives of
French, Spanish and Italian cities and
national and international networks
have been invited to exchange views
on the role of local communities as a
bulwark of solidarity and reception
principles.
Introduction and moderation: Luigi
Manconi (President of A Buon Diritto)
Speakers: Leoluca Orlando (Mayor of
Palermo), Raphael Pitti (Mayor of Metz,
member of the ANVITA network),
Mohamed Slim Meherzi (Mayor of La
Marsa, Tunisia), Paolo Illes UCO (Espacios sin Fronteras America Latin), Raul
Delgado Wise (Mexico), Representative
of Humboldt – Viadrina, Berlin Governance Platform, Ramy Salhi (Tunis Of7
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Trulli (manager of innovative spaces
and projects, urban regeneration and
peripheries - Arci Nazionale); Vincenzo Santoro (Departure of Culture and
Tourism - Anci Nazionale); Christian
Caliandro (contemporary art historian,
cultural history scholar and expert in
cultural politics).
Speakers: Luca Coclite (artist); Lucrezia Cippitelli (editor and teacher of aesthetics at Accademia di Belle Arti di
Brera); Piersandra Di Matteo (editor of
Atlas of Transitions Biennale); Johnny
Mox (musician, Stregoni).
During the meeting the following videos will be presented: Hall by Luca Coclite, HDvideo, 2017. The work was created thanks to the tender Nuove Opere
– Arti Visive SIAE | Sillumina, coordinated by Ramdom and Radio Ghetto Relay by Alessandra Ferrini, 2016

ne Giorgino (literature).
Round Table Discussion – For an integrated reception: AMID, JUMAMAP,
NUMERO VERDE RIFUGIATI
Organised by Arci Nazionale
Thursday 16 May 4.30 – 6.30 pm
Venue: Palazzo Codacci-Pisanelli_Sala
E5-E6
The round table discussion will give
the opportunity to present the latest
experience and instruments used for
an integrated reception of asylum seekers and refugees in Italy and Europe.
In particular, Arci, Solidar and DPI will
promote NATs (Needs Assessment Tools) to identify the specific needs of disabled people in the framework of the
European AMID (Access to the services
of disabled migrants) project. There
will be a general overview ranging from
NATs to an open map of the services
available in the area, promoted and
built into a network by JUMAMAP, to
which more than 1,000 services have
joined since it started its activity a year
ago. The network is a renewed tool for
satisfying the needs of its users. All the
services are coordinated by the hotline
for asylum seekers and international
and humanitarian protection beneficiaries, which will present the latest
report about its activities.
During the round table discussion
two awareness-raising videos will be
shown about the access to the services
for disabled migrants, made by Arci solidarietà together with Claudio Casale.
Moderator: Valentina Itri (Arci)
Speakers: Marco Accorinti (CNR –
Irpps), Yodit Estifanos (Médecins du
Monde), Giampiero Griffo (DPI Italia),
Federica Rosato (Solidar), Marco Tofani
(SIMM), UNHCR - Regional Representation for Southern European countries.

Mediterranean Lessons. Mediterranean travel notes
In collaboration with UniSalento and Università di Strada
Thursday 16 May, 3 – 5 pm
Venue: Chiostro Teatini
For thousands of years the Mediterranean environment has been giving
infinite food for thought to travellers
driven by the need and the desire for
moving. Dozens of pictures and stories
have been created to tell about departures and homecoming with much
empathy using an artistic, literary and
audio-visual approach. The aim of the
lesson is to select some of the works
based on the adventures and vicissitudes of travellers, focusing on their universal content, i.e. the intertwining of
different cultures.
Presenter: Davide Giove (Presidenza
Nazionale ARCI)
Lecturers: Stefano Cristante (comic
strips), Luca Bandirali (cinema), Simo8
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“No Civic space, no democracy – SOLIDAR’s mobilisation for the elections”
Organised by Rete Solidar
Thursday 16 May 5.30 – 6.30 pm
Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri
Translation in IT, FR and EN
It is time to review the European
project as a really fair and sustainable
structure focusing on the protection
and welfare of all its citizens. What is
at stake is the democratic majority of
the European Parliament. The civil society organised all over Europe is ready
to fight!
Participants: Conny Reuter (Secretary
General of Solidar), Francisca Sauquillo
(MPDL/President of Solidar), Francesca
Chiavacci (National President of ARCI),
Susanna Camusso (International and
European policies officer of CGIL) and
Rosaria Pucci (Southern Project)

mittee of Slow Food)
As part of the project “Okra: the fruit of
integration” di Arci Lecce there will be
a an ice cream tasting based on culture
sharing through food sharing, organised by Roberto Donno, Pastry and ice
cream shop “Dolce Arte” of Cutrofiano,
winner of the Gambero rosso award,
who will present his research results
regarding the promotion of products of
Salento and the Mediterranean

17.30 Food culture and the dignity of
producers: Slow Food centres and the
social networks for an open and fair
Mediterranean
Opening Ceremony of the Market of
the Mediterranean
Stories of Slow Food Centres about the
Einkorn wheat of the Rif (Morocco) and
traditional fishing in the shallows of
Ugento (Puglia)
Venue: Giardini Piazzetta Arco di
Trionfo
Participants: Souhad Azennoud – farmer (Centre of the Einkorn wheat of
the Rif - Morocco), Vinzenzo Bruno, fisherman, centre of traditional fishing
in the shallows of Ugento, Marco D’Adamo (biologist, coordinator of the sea
centres of Slow Food), Marcello Longo
(representative of Slow Food Puglia)
Introduction and moderation: Nazarena Lanza (Slow Food coordinator for
North Africa and the Middle East) and
Silvio Greco (biologist, Scientific Com-

Cultural “Aperitivo” Series
Mohamed Ba’s theatre show “TIME IS
ON MY SIDE”
Thursday 16 May 6 pm
Venue: Chiostro del Duomo
This show is a stage reading in which
the modern epic of migrants comes to
life, based on “Il tempo dalla mia parte”
(Time is On My Side) written by Mohamed Ba.
Mohamed, accompanied by a musician
and taking inspiration from his novel,
will recall the vicissitudes of people
who, driven by war, starvation and
persecutions cross the sea, the sky, the
mountains and the deserts, pursuing
their dream about a better future in
a(n) (un)welcoming Europe.
Baroque accents and popular music,
blues, rock and spirituals and even
the song “Time Is On My Side” of the
Rolling Stones will complete the story
of Amed, who left the mythical Jolof
in Africa, looking for the magic drum
9
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Organised by SPI CGIL
Venue: Sala Conferenze – Palazzo Vescovile
Another land. Other meetings. A football, a football pitch, a passionate
trainer, the support of the trade union.
Becoming a team, wearing white and
green as social colours, the symbol of
belonging to someone, or rather to the
whole district of Taranto which has received them and which, in return, they
try to pay tribute to in every match.
The boys of Talsano Africa United speak about themselves in the book “OUR
FREE PITCH”, published by Liberetà.
Moderator: Antonio Stornaiolo
Speakers: Ivan Pedretti (Secretary General of SPI CGIL), Gianni Forte (Secretary General of SPI CGIL Puglia), Dante
Capriulo (President of ASD Talsano),
Sally KANE (Immigration Policies Officer – CGIL)

to invoke the rain. It is also the story
of many other people who, just like
Amed, face the unknown to end up in
the hell of CIE and CPT (identification
and expulsion centres and detention
facilities). Musical accompaniment:
Roberta Mazzotta (violin) and Valentina Marra (violin)
6.30 – 8 pm Presentation of the book
entitled “Il Razzismo è Illegale. Strumenti per un’opposizione civile” (Racisim is Illegal. Instruments of Civil
Disobedience)
Organised by Arci nazionale
Venue: Chiostro Ex Convento dei Teatini
Although racism is illegal, it has been
institutionalised in the last few years
promulgating more and more restrictive laws which violate human rights:
this shameful phenomenon has become a dangerous tool of power turning
into a government programme. Therefore, it is necessary to stimulate the
consciousness of the citizens and deepen the understanding of the ethical
and legal bases which help us to tackle
discriminatory phenomena. The book
aims to be a tool for understanding the
present historical moment as well as
how to exercise our legitimate right to
resistance. Because racisim is against
the law and as such it must be countered.
The book will be presented through
the dialogue between: Lorenzo Trucco (President of Asgi), Riccardo De Vito
(President of Magistratura Democratica) and Filippo Miraglia (Presidenza
Nazionale Arci)
Moderator: Gloria Indennitate (Gazzetta del Mezzogiorno)

8 pm Theatre show Le Spose di BB
(The Brides of BB)
Organised by Paola Leone – Centro Teatrale Aperto Io Ci Provo, in collaboration with
con Arci Lecce
Venue: Giardini Piazzetta Arco di
Trionfo
The Brides of BB is a survey carried
out in a theatre workshop with a view
to awareness raising, preventing and
countering gender-based violence and
violence in relationships. The research explores the most widespread, and
sometimes unconscious, behavioural
patterns in our society and looks for
and promotes new ones in order to eliminate prejudices, customs, traditions
and any other practices based on stereotypical role models of men and women. A cultural challenge concerning
an important social issue, which is still
the cause of dramatic situations. It is a
completely manly project: for 6 DAYS

7 pm Presentation of the book “Il Nostro Campo Libero” (Our Free Pitch)
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Concert. Symphonic orchestra of Lecce and Salento OLES
Nino Rota: Music for the Cinema
Thursday 16 May 10 pm
Venue: Piazza Duomo
The Sabir Festival and OLES meet to
pay tribute to Nino Rota forty years
after his death. Rota was one of the
most important music artists of the
twentieth century in Puglia, working
mainly as a composer, leaving us a vast
catalogue of symphonic, opera and
chamber music, but he was also a teacher and government official leading
the Conservatory of Bari for more than
thirty years.
The concert of the Symphonic Orchestra of Lecce and of Salento OLES,
conducted by Eliseo Castrignanò and
based on the sound tracks that made
Nino Rota famous in the world, will
alternate music with short anecdotes.
The arrangements for the symphonic
orchestra are made by Fabrizio Francia.

a group made only of men will be questioning Paola about this topic without
prejudices and/or judgements, using a
reflection and action-oriented theatre
methodology regarding contemporary
issues. It will be an interactive performance open to the audience, where
the protagonists are the bodies and the
voices of the participants. The intimate
story of a woman is told by male protagonists who lend their bodies and voices to the victim.
The performance created with the
workshop participants becomes a single body and a single voice to enhance
the gender equality culture, overcoming the borders which are often only
invented by the society and which hinder a new and different view about human life and situations. The workshop
activity will be followed by the video
maker, Stelvio Attanasi, who will make
a documentary about this experience.
8.30 pm Cinema. WHERE YOU HAVE
TO STAY, Daniele Gaglianone, Italy
2018, 98’
Organised by UCCA – Unione Circoli Cinematografici Arci
Venue: Aula Magna Ateneo - Palazzo
Codacci-Pisanelli
Georgia was a secretary. One day
she found a ramshackle camp with
hundreds of migrants in front of the
railway station of her city, Como: she
thought she would stop and give them
a hand. Lorena, a retired psychotherapist in Pordenone; Elena, who lives in
the mountains of the high part of Valsusa and Jessica, a student in Cosenza, are very different women, but all of
them had to face marginalization and
exclusion, and none of them turned
a blind eye on these situations. They
stayed there, where they felt they had
to stay.
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Friday 17 May
Mediterranean Lessons. Externalised
borders in the Mediterranean
Friday 17 May, 9 – 11 am
In collaboration with UniSalento and Università di Strada
Venue: Aula Magna Ateneo - Palazzo
Codacci-Pisanelli
The international relations in the
Mediterranean area are changing in
terms of national and European border management policies, in terms of
relationships of dependency and externalisation of border control and of
the asylum given to the countries of
the Southern shore. From a European
point of view, the main goal of the diplomatic relationships between the EU
member states and Libya, Egypt, Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey is to make
expulsions easier and stop migrants
before reaching the European shores.
The consequences are extremely dangerous for both the systematization of
international law violations – Geneva
Convention, maritime law treaties and
Human Rights Convention – and the
democracy of the region.
The lesson will end with the film Deported, made by Hammadi Lessoued,
produced by the Tunisian association
FTDES.
Teachers: Filippo Miraglia (Presidenza
nazionale Arci) and Claire Rodier (Gisti/Migreurop)
Presenter: Oliviero Forti (Caritas Italiana)

Translation in IT and FR
Introduction: Francesca Chiavacci (National president of ARCI)
Rapporteur: Roberto Rossini (National
president of ACLI, spokesperson of Alleanza contro la povertà)
Participants: Salvatore Ruggeri (Welfare councillor of Puglia Region) and
Antonella Morga (secretary of CGIL Puglia, contact person of Alleanza Puglia)
Moderator: Valerio Antonio Tiberio
(Presidenza nazionale ARCI)
International meetings. The European
Agenda on Migration and the ‘return’
obsession
Organised by the EuroMedRights
network
Friday 17 May 9.30 am – 1 pm
Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri
Translation in IT, FR and EN
The 2015 EU Agenda on Migration has
led to a further externalisation of the
migration and border management policies of the EU and its Member States,
especially regarding the externalisation of asylum and the introduction of
even stricter entry rules to access the
EU for international protection seekers
as well. Today all cooperation axes
seem to give voice to the need to achieve “effective return” policies. Based on
national examples provided by NGO
representatives from the Euro-Mediterranean region including Albania, Turkey, Bulgaria, Spain, Greece and Italy,
as well as ex members of parliament,
this panel will outline the new European policies and the current technical
reforms as well as their consequences
on human rights including the right to
mobility and the right to asylum.
Moderation and introduction: Cathrine Teule (AEDH/CE Member of EuroMedRights) and Sara Prestianni (Arci/
CE Member of EuroMedRights)

“The fight against poverty - in Italy, in
Europe and in the Mediterranean”
Round table discussion about the policies countering inequalities; exchange of views, reflections, best practices
and strategies
Friday 17 May, 9 – 11 am
Venue: Palazzo Codacci-Pisanelli _
Sala E5-E6
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Speakers: Maria Giovanna Manieri
(LIBE Commission official of PE – Greens/EFA), Amandine Bach (Commission
official of PE – GUE/NGL), Spyros Vlad
Oikonomou (Greek Refugee Council),
Apostolos Fotiadis (journalist), Ramadan Alamani (coordinator of the Libyan
Platform - Libya), Radostina Pavlova
(Centre for Legal Aid – Voice in Bulgaria, CE Member of EuroMedRights)

betti – President of IPSIA (Istituto Pace
Sviluppo Innovazione Acli), Erik Fabijanic (expert of bilateral conventions in
the Balkan area – INCA CGIL), Adelaide
Massimi (inLimine Project, Asgi)
Legal training organised by Asgi – Module 2 – The closing of the Libyan migration route as a building block of the
strategies of the European Commission: responsibility for serious acts
of violence suffered by foreigners and
legal instruments to counter them
Friday 17 May, 9.30 am – 1.30
pm
Three training credits are given to the participants
Venue: Ex Conservatorio di Sant’Anna
Registration: info@asgi.it
Introduction, moderation and conclusions: Dario Belluccio, Asgi
- National and international criminal
responsibility for acts of violence perpetrated in Libyan prisons (Prof. Luca
Masera, Asgi)
- The closing of ports and indirect refoulment: What is the role of the European Court of Human Rights? (Prof.
Maria Giulia Giuffrè, Asgi)
- The EU evacuation programme for
Libyan prisons: analysing resettlment
from a legal point of view (Giulia Crescini, Asgi)
- Some law enforcement strategies of
ASGI: from the Sciabaca project together with the civil society of North
Africa to the In Limine project on the
Italian border (Loredana Leo Asgi and
Salvatore Fachile, Asgi)

International meetings. Three years
after the Eu-Turkey Deal. Comparative analysis of the situation in the
Balkan Route
Organised by Caritas Italiana, Acli and Arci
Friday 17 May 9.30 am – 1 pm
Venue: Sala Conferenze Duomo
Translation in IT, FR and EN
Three years after signing the “EU-Turkey Refugee Deal” experts of the region
and associations working in Turkey,
Greece, Serbia, Bosnia, Croatia, Albania, Kosovo and Macedonia will speak
about the impact of the agreement in
the region and along the Balkan route,
where the borders are still theatres of
violence and violations of rights. The
focus of the meeting will be extended
to the Adriatic route, which, for years,
has seen the refoulement of hundreds
of fleeing men and women.
Moderator: Valerio Cataldi (journalist, President of Associazione Carta di
Roma)
Speakers: Massimo Moratti (Deputy
director of the European Office of the
International Secretariat of Amnesty International), Nikoleta Arvanitudi (lawyer, HumanRights360 – Evros,
Greece), Ariela Mitri (Caritas Albania),
Sanja Peročević (Caritas Montenegro),
Jakup Sabedini (Caritas Kosovo), Zoran
Agelov (Caritas Macedonia), Zoe Holliday (Caritas Sofia - Bulgaria), Petar
Dujic (Caritas Serbia), Mauro Montal-

Training session for journalists organised by Carta di Roma
Module Two: Words and Images about
Migration: how to draft a fair and accurate report
Friday 17 Maggio 9.30 am – 1 pm
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dom, linguist dealing with media and
migration; Antonietta Muscas Podda,
Journalist, working at the Press Office
of Puglia Region. Piera Francesca Mastantuono, Journalist, working together
with Associazione Carta di Roma.

Six training credits are given to the participants
Venue: Piccola Sala Conferenza Ex
Convento dei Teatini
“Carta di Roma” (Charter of Rome)
is a legally binding ethical protocol
for journalists concerning migrants,
asylum seekers, refugees and victims
of human trafficking, signed by the
Journalists’ Professional Association,
FNSI and UNHCR (the UN Refugee
Agency) to be presented during the
training session. The training will be
divided into two sessions: a “traditional” session focusing on the presentation and discussion of the guidelines to
implement Carta di Roma. These are
practical rules about the use of terminology which help us to better understand how to deal with migration and
asylum related issues in everyday journalism. The issue of migration will be
supported by specific data and concrete examples used in the daily work of
the editorial staff.
The second session will be more interactive: the participants will have a
debate about some migration-related
issues. Each working group will discuss
questions and topics related to reports
about migration with special focus on
the use of correct language, drafting
accurate reports, using graphic elements and pictures, “the point of view
of the readers and listeners”, how to
draft a quality report about migration
and its protagonists.
Trainers: Paola Barretta, Coordinator
of Associazione Carta di Roma; Francesco Bellina, Photographer; Annalisa Camilli, Journalist of the magazine “Internazionale”; Valerio Cataldi, Journalist,
special envoy of Tg3, President of Associazione Carta di Roma since December 2017; Federico Faloppa, teacher at
University of Reading, United King-

Training session for workers involved
in the reception of migrants and refugees – Module 2. Promoting the placement of non-accompanied foreign
children in foster families in Sprar/Siproimi (Protection system for asylum
seekers and refugees) / (Protection system for beneficiaries of international
protection and for non-accompanied
minors), organised by Arci and Caritas
Italiana together with Servizio Centrale
Friday 17 May, 9.30 am – 1 pm
Venue: Museo Castromediano
Promoting the placement of non-accompanied foreign children in foster
families in Sprar/Siproimi.
Some experience about the placement
in foster families in Sprar/Siproimi centres, starting from the awareness-raising of potential foster families, which
can be considered crucial for strengthening this important support tool
when it comes to receiving non accompanied foreign children.
Speakers: Virginia Costa, Giulia Mariani and Monica Lanzillotto from the
Central Service of Sprar/Siproimi.
The city administration of Cremona
and Bari (Pescara tbc) will also be present to speak about their experience
regarding the placement of non-accompanied foreign children in foster
families.
Introduction and working groups
Group A: The impact of the change on the system: the point of view of
the social worker (facilitators: Arci and
Caritas)
Group B: What are the strategies
15
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In collaboration with UniSalento and Università di Strada
Venue: Aula Magna Ateneo - Palazzo
Codacci-Pisanelli
Translation in IT and FR
The Mediterranean can become a place for peace-building, prosperity and
integration between three continents
if work is put at the centre of national
and supranational policies, i.e. work
with rights and quality following the
principles of sustainability and good
governance. The trade union is ready to
face up to this challenge, calling again
for a new era of dialogue and discussion between social partners, institutions and the civil society to overcome
the emergency and tackle the root causes of forced migration, social injustice, exploitation and corruption. Two
leading trade unions coming from both
sides of the Mediterranean will have a
dialogue about these topics.
Speakers: Maurizio Landini (SG CGIL)
and Nourredine Taboubi (SG UGTT Tunisia)
Coordinator: Rosario Tornesello (Editor-in-chief of Nuovo Quotidiano Puglia)

to face the change and save quality?
(facilitators: Arci and Caritas)
Plenary session and conclusions
Training session for social workers
Social Service and reception practices. Accompanying, supporting and
looking after asylum seekers and refugees in reception facilities. Organised
by CNR-IRPPS
Friday 17 May, 9.30 am – 1 pm
Venue: Sala Conferenza Ex Convento
Teatini
The seminar is organised to give food
for thought to social workers as well as
all the workers involved in reception
services facing decisions about the integration of asylum seekers they have
to deal with (also following the new
legal provisions regarding security and
the new tender for CAS- extraordinary
reception centres).
An accreditation request has been sent
to the CROAS - Council of the Chamber
of Social Workers of Puglia.
Moderator: Marco Accorinti
Presentation and introduction of the
agenda and training methodology
1. “Who am I?”: identity and cultural approach to the relationship with
asylum seekers, Stefano degli Uberti
2. “I am also a refugee woman”: a personal story about the reception process. Fatima
3. Institutional discrimination and
ethical dilemma. Elena Spinelli
4. “The rules of the Code of Conduct I
must abide by…”: fulfilment of the professional mandate and reception, Urban Northdurfter
(Guided) exchange of experience
between social workers.

Mediterranean Lessons. From Barcelona to today: the failure of the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership
Friday 17 May, 3 – 5 pm
In collaboration with UniSalento and Università di Strada
Venue: Aula Magna Ateneo - Palazzo
Codacci-Pisanelli
Translation in IT and FR
In 1995 the European Union created a
common policy for the Mediterranean
region in Barcelona: The Euro-Mediterranean Partnership. Today that process
has been replaced by the European
Neighbourhood Policy, focused on the
fight against terrorism and the control

Mediterranean Lessons. The Mediterranean and Work
Friday 17 May, 11 am – 1 pm
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International meetings. Our Europe.
Our future: Contents, policies, resistance and alliances in Europe in dangerous times
Organised by the European Civic Forum
Friday 17 May 2.30 – 6 pm
Venue: Palazzo Codacci-Pisanelli _
Sala E5-E6
Translation in IT, FR and EN
How can we rebuild trust in democracy
and in universal values that much of
the European population has lost? How
can we recreate a convincing democratic and social project and a new popular emancipation against the illiberal
alarm bells? How can we strengthen
the effectiveness and the popular credibility of the democratic players while
the civic space is being attacked and
the traditional forms of representation
are in crisis? Contents, policies, practices, resistance and alliances in Europe
in this dangerous period.
Coordinator: Alexandrina Najmowicz e
Raffaella Bolini (European Civic Forum)
Speakers: Francesca Chiavacci (National President of Arci), Jean Marc
Roirant (President of European Civic
Forum), Richard Youngs (Carnegie Europe), Fausto Durante (Coordinator of
International Policies CGIL), Walter Baier (Coordinator of Transform Europe),
Victoria Stoiciu (Friedrich Ebert Foundation, Rumania), Jan-Robert Suesser
(European Civic Forum), Tea Vidovic
(Center for Peace Studies, Croatia)
Open debate with democratic activists coming from different Eastern and
Western European countries and with
the participants.

of migration. The lecture will explore that story and its evolution, past
expectations, the limits and critical
points with a view to understanding
how it came to such a huge failure.
Lecturers: Wadih Al Asmar (President
of Euromed Rights Network), Susanna
Cafaro (teacher at UniSalento), Alessandro Isoni (teacher at UniSalento)
Coordinator: Rosario Tornasello (Editor-in-chief of Nuovo Quotidiano di Puglia
International meetings. The Root
Causes of Migration
Organised by Attac Internazionale with the
support of the Rosa Luxembourg Foundation
Friday 17 May 2.30 – 5.30 pm
Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri
Translation in IT and EN
“Addressing the root causes of migration and flight” is the most widespread
political slogan that seems to have a
broad consensus. People leaving their
homes, heading for the unknown often
have strong reasons to do so and they
do not often have a real alternative.
They usually flee poverty, hopelessness, hunger, war and climate change. The causes are deep-rooted and
systemic. The aim of this international
meeting is to tackle the systemic causes of migration and flight. What role
do trade and economic policies play?
To what extent do climate change and
conflicts come into the picture?
Speakers: Arndt Hopfmann (Rosa Luxembourg Foundation), Jacqueline
Andres (Informationsstelle Militarisierung, Germany), Ndongo Samba Sylla
(Specialist in Economy, Dakar)
Moderator: Hugo Braun (Attac Germany)

International meetings. The border is
good business. Investigations into the
use of Italian and European funds for
externalising border control
Organised by Arci Nazionale in the fra17
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mework of the #externalisationpolicieswatch project
Friday 17 May 2.30 – 6 pm
Venue: Sala Conferenze – Palazzo Vescovile
Translation in IT, FR and EN
The external dimension of migration
and asylum is more and more dangerously intertwined with security issues,
leading to a logic of exclusion and the
strengthening of external borders. Investigative journalism, international
associations and researchers will present their investigations into the use of
Italian and European funds that end up
at the external borders of the European
continent to manage migration flows
and return policies, thereby converging
with the interests of industrial and
security lobbies. The meeting will offer the opportunity for presenting the
third report of Arci on externalisation
focusing on Niger and Libya.
Introduction by Sara Prestianni (Arci,
coordinator of the #externalisationpolicieswatch project)
Moderator: Eleonora Camilli (Journalist, Redattore Sociale)
Speakers: Ludovica Jona (Journalist),
Duccio Facchini (Journalist, AltraEconomia), Giacomo Zandonini (Journalist,
Niger specialist), Chris Jones (Director
of Statewatch), Antonella Napolitano
(Privacy International), Moussa Tiangari (Secretary General of Alternative
Espace Citoyen-Niger), Karim Salem
(Head of Libyan Platform - Cairo Institute for Human Rights Studies)

Dialogue between trade union networks (Africa, Mediterranean and Europe)
and civil society for joint actions and
proposals after the emergency in the
medium and long term: for a welcoming society with rights, work, solidarity and democracy.
Speakers: Giuseppe Massafra (National Secretary of Cgil), Representatives
of the Task Force Solidar for migration
(MPDL, AWO,.…), Fiorella Prodi and Sabina Breviglieri (Nexus – Niger erxperience), Representatives of the trade
union caravan: testimonial video from
Senegal, Naima Hammami (UGTT Tunisia), Nermine Sharif (trade uniom
- Libya), Yves Montalescot (CFDT-France), DGB representative (Germany)
Theatre show. Sconfinati (Without
Borders) Organised by Caritas Italiana
Friday 17 May 4.30 pm
Venue: Aula Cineforum- Duomo
A show suspended between a theatre
play, a news report and a short story
to help to understand what it means
to flee wars, poverty and climate. The
storytelling takes inspiration from a
mission of the authors on the Balkan
route in February 2016 generating a
discussion about the causes, numbers,
reception and entry policies in our
country and the European Union.
Presentation of the book “La legge del
mare. Cronache dei soccorsi nel Mediterraneo” (The Law of the Sea. Rescue
Reports in the Mediterranean), written by Annalisa Camilli, Rizzoli 2019.
Friday 17 May 6 – 8 pm
Venue: Chiostro dei Teatini
How come sea rescue NGOs have been
considered criminals? From Josefa and
her nails painted in red to the Diciotti
incident, Annalisa Camilli tells about
the process which has turned “the

International meetings. Migrants: for
migration management beyond the
emergency, in a context of respect for
human and labour rights.
Friday 17 May 2.30 – 6 pm
Venue: Ex Refettorio (Piazza Duomo)
Translation in IT, FR and EN
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angels of the sea” into dangerous boatmen in the dominant perception of
people.
Speakers: Annalisa Camilli, author,
Riccardo Gatti from Proactiva Open
Arms and Lucia Gennari from Mediterranea.
Moderator: Valentina Calderone (Director of A Buon Diritto)

outside the borders of a continent affected by the worst political crisis since the EU was founded. This event is
a real live music workshop offering a
series of concert-workshops both in refugee centres and clubs, trying to tell
us what happens every day, not at sea,
not on the borders of the desert but in
our cities.

Cultural “Aperitivo” Series
Presentation of the book “Una nave
tra la neve” (A Ship in the Snow) written by Alessandra Gaballo
Organised by Caritas Italiana
Friday 17 May 6-8 pm
Venue: Chiostro del Duomo
A collection of pages of life, emotions
and stories of a social worker who
spends her days with migrants, experiencing their everyday life. The book
is about lost, hidden and sometimes
forgotten humanity. In the pages of the
book there is often an implicit call for
observing reality with the eyes of the
heart, hoping that one day one can finally “heal through love”.
Reading organised: Giancarlo Cattaneo
Musical accompaniment: Ruggero Palazzo (clarinet) and Francesco Leone
(trombone)

Concert MASSIMO ZAMBONI (EX
CCCP - CSI)
Friday 17 May 8 pm
Venue: Giardini Piazzetta Arco di
Trionfo
After a twenty-year career in two of the
most important bands in the history of
Italian music, Cccp and Csi, and a similarly long solo career in which he became a famous author, composer, musician and writer, Massimo Zamboni
continues his activity with a new tour
of concerts. “Onda improvvisa di calore” (Unexpected heat wave) is the title

6 – 7 pm Closing event: Concert and
workshop by “Stregoni” - The itinerant band that makes the migrants of
all Europe play.
organised by Johnny Mox and Above The
Tree
Venue: Giardini Piazzetta Arco di
Trionfo
How much do we know about the stories of music brought to our cities by
the migrants? Stregoni is an attempt
to understand with the language of
music what is happening inside and
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chosen for a long trip made of storytelling and songs, putting on stage an
intimate and deep show in which the
solo songs mix with the greatest hits of
Cccp and Csi.
20.30 Cinema FREE, Michel Toesca,
France 2018, 100’
Venue: Aula Magna Ateneo - Palazzo
Codacci-Pisanelli
Organised by UCCA-Unione Circoli Cinematografici Arci
In Val Roia, a valley split between France and Italy, dozens of migrants try to
pass the border every day hoping to
find a better life. But in this limbo, closed between two states, migration policies make them impossible to enter
France. Cédric Herrou, a farmer living
in the valley, is a hero for these young
migrants: he has been giving shelter to
all the young people and families who,
having no place to go, get stuck on the
border. Thanks to the help of friends
and voluntary workers Cédric defies
the French institutions courageously.
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Concert. Après La Classe
Friday 17 May 10 pm
Venue: Piazza Duomo
Apres La Classe come back to play
again in Lecce at an exclusive concert
of the new 2019 tour. The band from
Salento, having an over 20-year career
and seven albums, will play in a suggestive place in the Baroque city. After
the success of “Circo Manicomio Tour”
in Italy, Belgium, France and Switzerland, Cesko and his mates are ready to
sway the audience with their patchanka, reggae, rock and world music. Apres
La Classe keep surprising us with their
continuous search and perennial contamination. The stage is their home
and they will bring all their grit and
endless energy to Lecce for an extraordinary concert. The show will start
with the choir “Made in World”, composed of asylum seekers and refugees,
guests involved in the Sprar projects
managed by Arci Lecce and conducted
by maestro Andrea Cataldo. Made in
World is an initiative based on Italian
music and traditional music of Salento,
a tool which is able to break down the
linguistic barriers and those created by
customs between the audience and a
group whose members come from different parts of the world.

Massimo Zamboni (EX CCCP - CSI)
Friday 18 May • 8 pm • Giardini Piazzetta Arco di Trionfo
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International meetings. Shrinking
Space. About the decreasing space of
the civil society on both sides of the
Mediterranean
Saturday 18 May 9.30 – 11.30 am
Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri
Translation in IT, FR and EN
In most countries of the Southern shore of the Mediterranean and, increasingly, in those of the Northern shore
too, the authorities impose significant
restrictions to the freedom of space
of civil society. These restrictions take
different shapes according to the regulations that threaten the freedom of
association, but also through intimidatory practices, limiting the access of
NGOs to funds, controlling the activities of organizations and criminalising
solidarity. These excesses have dangerous consequences in terms of increasing corruption, limited freedom of
expression, growing insecurity of the
most vulnerable populations – including migrants and refugees – and the
existence of less and less organizations
of the civil society and of human rights
advocates.
The event will see the participation of
three organizations from the Southern
shore and three from the Northern
shore, victims directly affected by the
criminalization of solidarity and by the
shrinking space of the civil society.
Introduction and moderation: Francesco Martone (In Difesa Di)
Speakers: Riccardo Gatti (Open Arms),
Miguel Castiloso (Iuventa), Marine De
Hass (La Cimade/Delinquentes Solidaires), Giorgia Linardi (Seawatch), Fabienne Trotte (Relais Culture Europe/
Observatoire de la liberté d’association
et d’expression artistique et culturelle),
Wadih Al Asmar (President of Euromed
Rights Network), Marwa Fatafta (Transparency International), Rawda Ahmed

(Arabic Network for Human Rights Information - ANHRI), a representative of
the association AMDH (Morocco)
International meetings “EUROPA AT
A CROSSROAD” Between migration
flows and identity crises
Organised by Caritas Nazionale
Saturday 18 May 9.30 – 11.30 am
Venue: Sala Conferenza - Palazzo Vescovile
The upcoming European elections
will be an important test. The project
about a common home seems to falter
under the pressure of the supporters
of a sovreign Europe whose number
is growing in several countries of the
old continent. The presentation of the
report “Common Home”, promoted by
the Mind project, will give us the opportunity to think about the way the
migration issue contributes to the definition of a new Europe, crushed between closed identities and innovative
projects such as the humanitarian corridors, constantly looking for a way to
tackle the challenges of a multicultural society. The debate will focus on the
territorial dimension and two mayors
will tell about how they face up to the
challenge posed by integration in their
territories.
Welcoming address: Michele Seccia
(Archbishop of Lecce)
Introduction and moderation: Eleonora Camilli (journalist, Redattore Sociale)
Speakers: Shannon Pfohman (Policy and Advocacy Director – Caritas
Europe), Massimo Pallottino (Caritas
Italiana), Daniele Albanese (Caritas
Italiana), Filippo Miraglia (Presidenza
nazionale Arci), Nicola Giorgino (Mayor
of Andria), Amedeo Bottaro – (Mayor of
Trani)
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International meetings The Mediterranean: regional integration and a
new partnership to relaunch employment and rights
Organised by CGIL
Saturday 18 May, 9.30 am – 1 pm
Venue: Palazzo Codacci-Pisanelli _
Sala E5-E6
Translation in IT, FR and EN
Without work and rights, the Mediterranean region remains a place of
expulsion and a powder keg of radicalization and violence.
Starting from the analysis of some studies on employment, from the European Neighbourhood policies, from the
state and the difficulties of the regional
integration process three representatives of the social parties and the civil
society will have a debate with a view
to identifying common work areas and
orientations to be transmitted to national and supranational institutions.
Coordinator: Giuseppe Gesmundo (Secretary General of CGIL Puglia)
“Green/blue economy: new opportunities for clean work and with rights in
the Mediterranean region “ (Desirée A.
L. Quagliarotti (ISSM-CNR)
Promoting clean and quality work with
rights; (Gianna Fracassi, National secretary of CGIL)
The foundations of a new Mediterranean partnership for work and rights;
(UGTT)
The role of a structured dialogue
between the civil society and the European Commission (a representative of
the MAJALAT programme).
Conclusions: Susanna Camusso (International and European policies officer
of CGIL)
Participants: trade unions coming
from both sides of the Mediterranean,
Solidar and representatives of civil society networks.

10.30 am – 1 pm Meeting A new kind
of trafficking: how victims change,
trafficking routes, racket organization,
practices and policies to counter this
phenomenon.
Experience and proposals of the third
sector
Venue: Ex Conservatorio Sant’Anna
The organizations of human trafficking have shown several times in the
last few years that they are able to
adjust to legal changes, to the context
of the countries of destination and the
exploitation of victims.
Men and especially women and girls
are an important commodity to increase the profits of international mafia
organizations. Facing the new strategies, the alliances of the racket and
the oppressive practices used against
the victims to subjugate them, the governments, and especially the Italian
government, seem to underestimate the devastating impact of human
trafficking on human rights, legality, the safety of the victims and the
communities affected by this crime.
The anti-trafficking national system
established twenty years ago on the
basis of the cooperation between the
institutions and the third sector must
react to the alarmist approach and to
the security-oriented propaganda with
new proposals to be brought to public
attention.
Moderator: Valerio Antonio Tiberio
(Presidenza nazionale ARCI)
Speakers: Francesca Coleti (Presidenza
nazionale ARCI) Vincenzo Castelli (OnTheRoad), Fabrizio Coresi (ActionAid)
Anna Pozzi (Caritas Italiana) Francesca
De Masi (BeFree)
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International meetings Into Europe
Out of Prejudices
Organised by Arci Nazionale
Saturday 18 May, 9.30 am – 1 pm
Venue: Ex Refettorio (Piazza Duomo)
Translation in IT, FR and EN
This international lecture is the closing
event of the Into Europe project, cofinanced by the Europe for Citizens programme of the European Union. The
aim of the programme is to foster European citizenship, combat the stigmatisation of migrants and deconstruct
the idea about migration promoted by
anti-European populist movements
and spread through the social media.
The lecture will present the activities
and results of the project and, in particular, the Into Europe, out of prejudice
campaign and will outline the commitment of Arci and other civil society organizations in this field through other
projects and activities, especially those
related to the React project. Respect
and Equality: Acting and Communicating Together.
The importance of exchanging views to
combat spreading prejudices and hate
speech (Raffaella Bolini, Arci)
Presentation of the activities and the
campaign launched as part of the
Into Europe Project (Carla Scaramella,
Arci), Carlos Roldan (Foundation Cives-Spain), Maryse Maraire (Ligue de
l’Enseignement - France), Francisco
Ramos Cabaleiro (Andalusia Acoge Spain), Nikoleta Dana Niculescu (Associate Pro Democratia - Romania)
togliere da the experience of Into Europe.
The importance of working together
with young people to work out a strategy tackling Hate Speech: the “React
project. Respect and Equality: Acting
and Communicating Together “, Valentina Roversi and Roberto Molentino

(ARCI)
Words and actions to react to hate:
Anna Fedeli Saltamuri and Anna Ancora, Istituto “A.De Pace” Lecce
Painful words. The “topics” of political
hate speech in 2018, Grazia Naletto,
Lunaria
International meetings Italy/Egypt facing together rights violations
Organised by Arci Nazionale in the framework of the #externalisationpolicieswatch project
Saturday 18 May 2.30 – 5.30 pm
Venue: Ex Refettorio (Piazza Duomo)
The meeting will be focused on the relationship between Italy and Egypt in
the field of foreign policy and national
immigration policy. Despite the far too
clear political excesses of the Al-Sisi
government – denounced by the European Parliament as well because of human rights violations and the persecution of activists in Egypt, some of them
even facing death penalty – Italy keeps
having preferential trade relationships
as well as a readmission agreement
with Egypt, which too often considers
the Egyptians economic migrants and
does not really worry about what might happen to them after their expulsion.
Introduction: Sara Prestianni (coordinator of the #externalisationpolicieswatch project)
Moderator: Nissirio Patrizio (AnsaMedInfoMigrants)
Speakers: Leslie Piquemal (advocacy
officer, Cairo Institute for Human
Rights Studies), Taqadum Al-khatib (Egyptian Human Rights Forum),
Al-Kashef Muhammad (researcher and
lawyer, member of WatchTheMed-AlarmPhone), Azzurra Meringolo Scarfoglio (writer, author of the book In Fuga
dall’Egitto – Escaping from Egypt)
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l’Emploi des Jeunes, Senegal)
International
meetings. BRIDGES
between Senegal and Italy: comparing
experience about circular migration
Organised by the ARCS association
Saturday 18 May, 2.30 – 5.30 pm
Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri
Translation in IT, FR and EN
There will be a discussion about migration, social and economic integration
as well as a presentation of Italian and
Senegalese best practices, drawing the
attention to the positive link between
migration and development and to the
role played by diasporas as engines of
sustainable development. The event
will be accompanied by a workshop on
migration and international cooperation.
2.30 – 4 pm The link between migration
and development: fishbowl conducted
by Olivier Ferrari, teacher at Lausanne
University with the participation of the
voluntary workers of Servizio Civile,
Sprar social workers, students and festival participants
4 – 5.30 pm BRIDGES between Senegal
and Italy: cooperation, co-development, migration and diasporas
Introduction: Filippo Miraglia (President of ARCS)
Moderator: Nadan Petrovic, La Sapienza University
Speakers: Tatiana Esposito (Director
General of Immigration – Ministry of
Labour), Papa Aly Youm (FAST Federation of Senegalese Associations of
Triveneto), Serge Noubondieu (African Engineers Association), Papa Seck,
(Cheikh Amadou Bamba Association),
Simona Federico (ARCS Culture Solidali), Moustapha Kebe (REMIDEV, Reseau
Migration et Developpement, Senegal),
Khadijatou Diop Ndiaye (ANPEJ, Agence Nationale pour la Promotion de

International meetings THE GLOBAL
CONTEXT: authoritarianism, geopolitics and the new stage of globalisation
Organised by Attac France and Transnational Institute
Saturday 18 May, 2.30 – 5.30 pm
Venue: Ateneo - Palazzo Codacci-Pisanelli_Sala E5-E6
Translation in IT, FR and EN
New authoritarianism, new nationalism and the re-establishment of borders, the new stage of globalization,
new forms of competition and conflict
to control markets and resources. The
United States, China, South America,
Asia and Africa: the global context in
which Europe is experiencing its dramatic democratic, social and civilization crisis. New forms of resistance and
alternatives.
Speakers: Nicola Bullard (CCFD-Terre Solidaire), Braulio Moro (France
Amérique Latine), Messaoud Romdhani (Executive Committee Member of
EuroMedRights - Tunisia), Brid Brennan (Transnational Institute), Moussa Tchangari (Alternative Espaces
Citoyens, Niger), Christophe Aguiton
(Attac France), Niamh Ni Bhriain (TNI),
Stephanie Odinga-Shannon (TNI).
International meetings. For an assistance policy for migrants, asylum
seekers and refugees and for a European employment policy with rights
for the people in need of help and for
men and women workers of this sector.
Organised by CGIL
Saturday 18 May, 2.30 – 5.30 pm
Venue:Sala Conferenza - Palazzo Vescovile
Translation in IT, FR and EN
The aim of the seminar is to promote
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Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri
At the end of all the debates and meetings on a variety of issues, the assembly will compare international, national and local organisations in a debate
in order to coordinate their working
programmes and critical issues to
make it easier to find common converging actions in the near future.
In light of the current difficult situation
and the upcoming European elections,
we feel the need to strengthen our alliances to speak with a single voice and
make it heard stronger.

the skills and professionalism of people involved in reception with an action
for the protection of labour rights and
for building a European reference framework.
Coordinator: Kurosh Danesh, Head
of Immigration Policies Department CGIL
Speakers: Giuseppe Massafra (National Secretary of CGIL), Michele Vannini
(FP CGIL), Claudia Nigro (Filcams CGIL),
Stefano Trovato (CNCA), Walter Massa
(Arci), Oliviero Forti (Caritas Italiana),
Representative of the Solidar network.
Meeting. The value of food in migration processes Organised by BE POP
Saturday 18 May 4.30 – 6 pm
Venue: Giardini Piazzetta Arco di
Trionfo
What value does food have for us and
what is the role of the catering industry
in the integration of people coming to
Italy? To what extent does food from
other countries influence the traditional Italian flavour?
Participants in the discussion:
Lorenzo Leonetti – chef and promoter
of several social catering projects
Ahmed Ahmadi – Afghan refugee and
founder of the “Orient experience” in
Venice project
Daniele De Michele, stage name Don
Pasta - Performer, dj, economist, food
activist (as he was called by the New
York Times) and writer
La Cuoca Rosa - Chef of “Alle Falde del
Kilimangiaro”
Coordinator: Livia Montagnoli – journalist of Gambero Rosso

Cultural “Aperitivo” Series
Presentation of the book “Falsi miti”
(False myths) by Caritas Italiana
Saturday 18 May 6 pm
Venue: Chiostro del Duomo
“Falsi miti” (False Myths) is a collection
of stories taking inspiration from the

Final assembly of convergence: for a
common agenda of networks, movements and social organizations
Saturday 18 May, 5.30 – 8 pm
Translation in IT, FR and EN
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Saturday 18 May
numerous stereotypes about migrants
and immigration pervading the public
debate. To deconstruct the common
places about these topics the books
tries to tell about another reality, different from the one residing in the collective consciousness, which, however,
risks being totally ignored.
Presenter: Eleonora Camilli
Speaker: Oliviero Forti (Caritas Italiana)
Reading organised by Emilio Fabio
Torsello and Mara Sabia
Musical Accompaniment: Cristiana
Verardo (guitar and vocals)

book entitled “Quelli che se ne vanno.
La nuova emigrazione italiana” (Those
Who Go Away. The New Italian Emigration) (Il Mulino, 2018). His interlocutor
will be the Albanian writer, Ismete Selmanaj Leba, who has been living and
working in Messina since 1992. Ismete
Selmanaj Leba, has recently published
the novel entitled “Due volte stranieri”
(Foreigners Twice) (Besa, 2019).
Concert. KRUGER SINGING SONGS OF
DE ANDRÈ
Saturday 18 May 8 pm
Venue: Giardini Piazzetta Arco di
Trionfo
Twenty years after his death Lorenzo
Kruger (NoBraino) plays tribute to Fabrizio De Andrè with a completely new
and improvised show. Winner of the
2018 Ciampi Award as the best singer,
accompanied this time by an ensemble
of eclectic musicians, Lorenzo Kruger
brings to the stage the songs and the
atmoshpheres of the song writer and
singer from Genua, dedicated to a unique “trip” in the poetry of Fabrizio De
Andrè.

Dialogue between the sociologist, Enrico Pugliese and the writer, Ismete
Selmanaj Leba
“How many times foreigners?”
Organised by Arci Nazionale in collaboration with the Embassy of the Republic of
Albania in Italy
Saturday 18 May 6.00 – 7.30 pm
Venue: Ex-convento dei Teatini
While Italian politics and the media
speak, nearly always out of turn, about
thousands of people arriving on our
shores, looking for protection they do
not really deal with immigration, although demographic growth in Italy
keeps being negative. It is not only
about brain drain from our country, but
also arm drain, mostly from the North
and no longer only from the South of
Italy. But how many times does one
feel a foreigner in the reception countries? Once we should put ourselves in
the shoes of those who depart and find
a new home and, with difficulty, build
a new story.
Enrico Pugliese, professor emeritus of
sociology at La Sapienza University
of Rome, one of the main experts of
immigration and emigration. Enrico
Pugliese has recently published the

8.30 pm Cinema. STYX, Wolfgang Fischer, Germany – Austria 2018, 94’
Venue: Aula Magna Ateneo - Palazzo
Codacci-Pisanelli
Rike, fond of sailing, leaves alone from
Gibraltar on her very modern sail boat
to sail around Ascension Island, a paradise on earth in the middle of the
Atlantic Ocean. After a storm she finds
herself not far from a drifting boat full
of people who urgently need help…
After repeated “S.O.S” cries the coastguard orders Rike not to interfere with
them because she does not have the
means to help them, but her sense of
responsibility keeps tormenting her.
Will she go away knowing that some
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Saturday 18 May
Concert. Cesare Dell’Anna & Giro di
Banda
Saturday 18 May 10 pm
Venue: Piazza Duomo
Giro di Banda is the music created in a
house without a record player, it is the
poetry of gestures learnt without setting foot in a theatre, it is the adaptation of classical music for little bands.
Giro di Banda is the band that always
reinvents itself and, keeping alive its
memories of melodies and emotions it
lets itself be contaminated by the sea
and the Earth, by different cultures and
styles. Giro di Banda is a unique musical experience highlighting the passion
for the world of bands, humbleness
and reverence for the classical world,
the risks in experimenting, the cultural
and musical experience of the people
of Southern Italy, of all Southern places
in the world.

people are going to lose their life at
sea?
The film will be preceded by the short
film FRONTIERA (FRONTIER), Alessandro Di Gregorio, Italia 2018, 15’
An undertaker on his first day of work
and a diver on his first mission come
across each other in Lampedusa coping with a thankless task and an
experience that will change their life.
The experience of two young men on
a welcoming island with a mysterious
presence and a discovery revealed only
to the spectators. No dialogues, just
pictures: awesome and horrific at the
same time.
Winner of the David di Donatello
Awards 2019; International Film Critics’ Week of Venice 2018, Italian Cinema
Festival of Barcelona 2018.
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Kruger singing songs of De Andrè
Saturday 18 May • 8 pm • Giardini Piazzetta Arco di Trionfo

Cesare Dell’Anna & Giro di Banda
Saturday 18 May • 10 pm • Piazza Duomo
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Sabir Lab | Workshops
SabirLab1 - Workshop of Graphic journalism “Drawing the border” by Gianluca Costantini
16-17-18 May, 11 am – 5 pm
Venue: Museo Diocesano – Sala 1
This is the fourth Graphic journalism workshop, a three-day experience of survey and
drawing to understand how residential areas can cope with the arrival of migrants and
refugees in Italy. Features, procedures and problems of a border territory. The Festival’s
meetings, the reports of experts and activists and the interviews with the local citizens
will be used by the workshop participants to produce an illustrated report on the 3 days.
The work will be shared in the social networks, on Twitter and Facebook.
The workshop will take place from 16 to 18 May from 11 am to 1 pm and from 2 to 5 pm.
It is open to everyone for a maximum of 15 participants including some beneficiaries of
reception centres.
Registration required at laboratori@festivalsabir.it.
SabirLab2 Music workshop organised by Stregoni
16-17-18 May 11 am – 5 pm
Venue: Nuova Ferramenta
How much do we know about the stories of music brought to our cities by the migrants? Stregoni is an attempt to understand with the language of music what is happening
inside and outside the borders of a continent affected by the worst political crisis since
the EU was founded. This event is a real music workshop offering a series of concert-workshops both in refugee centres and clubs, trying to tell us what happens every day, not at
sea, not on the borders of the desert but in our cities. Starting from the music refugees
and asylum seekers listen to on their smartphone Johnny Mox and Above The Tree create
loops in real time which are starting points, sound fragments, a good base for creating
original compositions. “Stregoni’s job is to create an open space for exchange. Right from
the start we thought that a traditional band was not enough to represent our intentions,
therefore we started off by breaking down the barriers of the band. There are no permanent members: in every city where we have been, we played with different people, about
5,000 in two years and a half in Italy and Europe”.
The workshop will take place on Thursday 16 May from 11 am to 7 pm and on Friday 17
May from 11 am to 3 pm. It is open to everyone for a maximum of 20 participants including some beneficiaries of reception centres.
Registration required at laboratori@festivalsabir.it
At the end of the workshop there will be a live concert on Friday 17 May at 6 pm in Giardini Piazzetta Arco di Trionfo.
SabirLab3 Storytelling workshop with the tactile book entitled “Confini” (Borders) Organised by E.T. Editoria tattile
Friday 17 May 3 – 5 pm
Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri (room on the groundfloor)
The workshop is for educators, L2 teachers, young Italians and foreigners.
There are known, physical borders, as well as invisible ones, apparently harmless that
each of us builds between himself or herself and the other. “Confini” (Borders) is a tactile
book designed for making a trip together, crossing borders with our fingers and finally
meeting each other halfway. Every page becomes a physical meeting point with someone
who is beyond the page-border. It is an opportunity for dialogue and exchange of ideas, a
place which enables us to reflect upon the history of the present and the past, finishing
with a collection of ideas that is growing thanks to the contribution of every reader. The
interactive reading of the book and short practical workshop moments give us the oppor-
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tunity to think about reception and intercultural dialogue and about building a strategy
to re-elaborate these topics at the workplace, starting from the book and the experience
made by E.T. editoria tattile with projects carried out in nursery schools, primary and
secondary schools, at university and in Italian courses.
Workshop for a limited number of participants. Registration: vanore@arci.it by 5 May.
SabirLAB4 Mosaic Workshop “All the colours of the rainbow” Organised by Arci Lecce
Venue: Centro Dunya
Maximum 8 participants can take place in the meetings a day.
Time: from 4 to 6 pm
Dates: 16 -17-18 May
The participants will create a 10 x 10 cm brick with mosaic puzzles of various colours.
They can use different kinds of materials, improvising different colour and material
combinations, discovering in this way the role of diversity in completing and uniting us.
During the workshop the participants will be supported by asylum seekers and refugees
who have found their artistic expression in mosaic art, which enables them to realise
their creativity.
The course attendees can keep the handmade objects they have created.
Registration: cultura@arcilecce.com
SabirLAB5 Ceramic workshop: painting on tiles Organised by Arci Lecce
Venue: Centro Dunya
The participants will paint a 15x15 cm tile with ceramic colours. They will be experimenting majolica decoration with traditional and modern patterns.
Maximum 8 participants can take place in the meetings a day
Time: from 4 to 6 pm
Dates: 16 -17-18 May
All the handmade objects will be given to the participants on 19 May, (the last day of the
festival) starting from 5 pm at the stand Made in World
situated in the Carlo Pranzo gardens.
Registration: cultura@arcilecce.com
SabirLAB6 Basket weaving workshop following the tradition of Salento Organised by Arci
Lecce
Thursday 16, Friday 17 and Saturday 18 May from 4 to 6 pm
Venue: Centro Dunia
Number of participants: max 8 a day
The workshop is meant to be a trip in the tradition of Salento through the creation of a
“panaro” (‘basket’ in the dialect of Salento) using olive branches and reeds. During the
workshop the participants will be supported by asylum seekers and refugees, guests of
the reception projects of Arci Lecce who will tell about Salento relying on their experience.
The participants will have the opportunity to try to weave a basket and to discover Salento from an unusual point of view.
The course attendees can keep the baskets they have created.
Registration: cultura@arcilecce.com
SabirLAB7 Migrant Art. Explaining Immigration to Children
Organised by BlaBlaBla Association and Arci LecceARTE MIGRANTE
Thursday 16 May 4 pm
Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri
Immigration is one of the topics we make fun of, discuss and debate about. Yet immi-
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gration is also an essential phenomenon to interpret present issues and the social and
economic context of our times.
Adults often speak about it using clichés and preconceptions without full knowledge of
the facts. Therefore, it is even more necessary to explain this topic to children in a spontaneous and clear way or make them explain it to us. Thus, Migrant Art can be a tool for
approaching this topic in a simple way and for emphasizing the need to understand it. It
is not necessary to use great metaphors. On the contrary, the important thing is to work
much on the language also to avoid words exploited by political propaganda or the rhetoric used by media. It is necessary to add that behind the labels there are people. What final message is to be conveyed to encourage children to think about the question? That all
in all we are all the same. But they already know it since they experience diversity every
day. It is only a generational matter. What is more, we, adults should listen to children to
change our mind about many things.
Registration: info@associazioneblablabla.it
SabirLAB7 My home is your home. Intercultural workshop
Organised by BlaBlaBla Association and Arci LecceARTE MIGRANTE
Friday 17 May 4 pm
Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri
The aim of the workshop is to raise awareness about the condition, often unknown to
most people, of this particular category of migrants, i.e. millions of refugees and asylum
seekers who, fleeing wars and violence, leave behind their dear ones, their home and all
that used to be part of their life. What does it mean to have a home?
How do we imagine our dream home?
Who lives there? How do we imagine our life without our home? Thinking about their own
home is a common and everyday experience for children, rich in sensations and basic
bonds, a clear sign of their peace of mind. Yet for many children the idea of a home is related to traumas such as separation, loss, fear because of violence and war they fled. This
collage workshop wants to trigger off a series of simple but important reflections about
the idea of a home and reception as human rights. Light and coloured sheets of paper to
cut and paste imaginary homes having thousand shapes.
Registration: info@associazioneblablabla.it
SabirLab8 Human library
Organised by Caritas diocesana di Benevento and Caritas Italiana/Mind Project
A simple and complete way to promote dialogue, reduce prejudices, break stereotypes and
foster understanding among people of different ages, sex, lifestyles and cultural backgrounds. In this case the difference from a normal library is that to read books one does
not have to turn the pages but … speak about himself or herself because the so-called
“books” are human beings in the flesh who are aware of belonging to a minority, subject to
stereotypes and prejudices. The living library offers the readers the opportunity to get in
touch with people with whom they would have hardly any chance to speak.
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The MARKET of the MEDITERRANEAN
Venue: Giardini Piazzetta Arco di Trionfo
Until the beginning of the last century Sabir was the pidgin language spoken by the sailors
at the ports of the Mediterranean, which proves the shared roots of our culture with the
people who live and lived around the “middle sea”. Among these cultures there are land
and sea products ranging from the olive trees – a tree which represents the Mediterranean
better than any other tree, to ‘Alaccia di Lampedusa’ (salted anchovies from Lampedusa),
to buckwheat.
For the first time the Sabir Festival will also see the participation of producers coming
from the Southern and Eastern side of the Mediterranean, from Morocco, Algeria, Palestine, Tunisia and Egypt, bringing their sea produce which is often cancelled by a profit-oriented global market, not interested in quality and the dignity of producers.
Today the Mediterranean is theatre of a global tragedy, of a promise of development,
equality and democracy which has not been kept, what is more, it has almost disappeared
from the vision of governments and states.
But if people and peoples manage to build relationships and create networks at grassroot
levels to give dignity to the land and the sea and the people who make their living from
the land and the sea and those who work there, the Mediterranean can be again the sea
of all, a sea which is a source of life and not of death, a shared space of exchange and
common growth.
With this goal in mind Sabir 2019, taking place in Lecce from 16 to 19 May, will host for
the first time the Market of the Mediterranean, together with the Slow Food Foundation
for Biodiversity. Farmers and seamen (i.e. land and sea product producers) coming from
the countries of the Mediterranean will arrange a fair of olive oil, wheat, fish and many
other products that are part of our hybrid culture.
As part of the Market of the Mediterranean a gastronomy area will be arranged in collaboration with “Food Truck”, the street food project of the Training Agency Ulisse, which
promotes local products to recreate the ‘flavours’ of the lands of origin of the migrants,
fostering their integration in the labour market.

PHOTOGRAPHY EXHIBITIONS
The invisible line of the photographer Danilo Balducci
Organised by Arci
Venue: Ex Convento dei Teatini
The unique but not isolated view of Danilo Balducci is like that because he has literally immersed himself in history, in the migration flow of people. Danilo’s immersion is
full, always diving into photography, always at the same level as the people he is taking
pictures of. Being on the same footing means compassion and not pity which, on the contrary, implies different positions: high and low; giving and receiving. As opposed to this,
compassion is suffering with someone, linked together. In this case, people are further
linked with a steel wire of Danilo’s photos. A wire that will bind us strongly but will never
let us lose awareness: awareness of the human condition of migrants who never forget
their dignity and sense of belonging which literally explode within our poor labels, tearing
them apart. In the powerful, real and at the same time surreal images of the migrant
photographer they are represented by rings, structural pictures and frames; nature and
bad weather which, however, never have the upper hand. If he had not done this way, he
would not have managed to transmit us apart from the images also moods, sacrifices,
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pain, happiness, strength, weakness and annihilation. And smells as well. Indeed, smells.
Danilo’s photographies give us a sense of completeness without pious mannerism.
Rinaldo Alvisi
Subsaharan Africa of the photographer Alessio Rizzo
Organised by Arci Lecce
Venue: Ex Convento dei Teatini
There is a more and more vivid interest for Africa in general and for the vast region South
of the Sahara as well. This attitude goes hand in hand with a growing interdependence between Europe and Africa, suffice is to think about the origin of migration flows to
understand the importance of African issues. This renewed interest does not always coincide with our knowledge. What is more, there are plenty of prejudices and stereotypical
images. The overall idea about contemporary Africa is rather contradictory. The exhibition
does not aim to simplify that world but only to highlight some aspects of this land.
The pictures were taken between 2010 and 2011. In that period, I was working in international cooperation and I had the opportunity to live in and visit some of the African
countries including Benin, Zambia and Malawi. The pictures of the exhibition enhance
reflection on the complexity of the African continent, observing traditional rites and
exploring the difficulties of everyday life.
Building resilience of the photographer Giulio Di Meo
Organised by Arcs
Venue: Ex Convitto Palmieri
A photography trip to Senegal from the urban peripheries to the villages in the Sahel
exploring the places where the PONTI (BRIDGES) project was implemented, getting to
know the stories of its protagonists: young and old people, men and women, students,
businessmen, farmers, fishermen and artists.
“ANEMOS” of the photographer Roberto Ricci D’Andonno
Organised by Caritas Italiana
Venue: Chiostro Del Duomo
While history celebrates great travellers, leaders and explorers because of their achievements, the refugees in the pictures also face endless and dangerous journeys, not for
money, fame or glory, but only to find their freedom and build a decent life, often fleeing
war and poverty.
The story of Sabir
Organised by Arci Nazionale
Venue: Ex Conservatorio Sant’Anna
Exhibition of the pictures taken in the workshop held by Letizia Battaglia during the
fourth Sabir Festival which took place in Palermo in October 2018 as part of the initiative
Palermo, the Italian Capital of Culture.
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